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TOP REASONS WHY 
TO ATTEND

TESTING UNITED 
2021
conference at Prague & Virtual reality
11- 12 NOV 2021



Business opportunity

It is simple, come to the conference alone, leave with a 
potential client or a colleague.
Testing United conference will be full of professionals from 
testing industry. Why not to use this opportunity to network 
with a potential business partner? Companies from IT, 
automotive, banking and other industries will be there. 

Glance to the future of testing

With this year's main topic "2021 QA Odyssey - stepping out of post-
covid (dis)comfort zone" experienced speakers will outline the changes 
testing community is facing. Each of them will show you their piece of the 
puzzle and after 2 days of conference you will get the complete picture of 
their story. Practical examples, inspiring solutions and innovations, you can 
implement all of that into your own business story. 
The world of testing is about to change, are you ready for what's coming?

Knowledge is the Key

20 + international speakers are ready to share their wisdom.
With their hands on experience on current topics they will give you first class
"instructions" on how to tackle various issues. 
You won't just get 2 days of conference talks you might forget about as soon as
you get back to your office. Only delegates will get the conference materials
and full access to recorded videos. You will receive a valuable knowledge
pack you can revise at any time and get inspired again and again. 



Attending = an advantage for 
everyone

We are constantly trying to push the boundaries and accept new 
challenges. You can also enjoy this year's conference from home. How? In 
the form of an online conference, but not just as usual. In the form of 
virtual reality. Virtual reality will bring you an extraordinary conference 
experience. The price of the ticket already includes VR glasses, which will 
remain with you even after the conference. In addition, we will model your 
face in 3D format. Are you ready to enter the Testing United 2021 
conference in an unconventional way? 

Are you going to attend the conference as a delegate, speaker or 
partner? Each participation in the conference counts as an advantage. 
Why? As a delegate you will gain insights into the QA world and connect 
through networking opportunities. As a speaker you will take a global 
stage and share your knowledge and vision with people from all around 
the world. As a partner you will be visible to other companies and people 
at the conference, you can make new contacts and much more. It's up to 
you which partner package you choose. 

Attend from the comfort of 
your home 

Enjoy the conference as a 
volunteer 

Do you like volunteering? Good news for you. You will help us organize 
the conference and instead get a free ticket. Great deal, no? 



Sum up

experienced international speakers20+

1000
delegates from IT, automotive, banking and 
other industries

5

attending a conference is an advantage for 
everyone

keynote speakers

xclusive full access to video recordings and 
conference materials

networking during the whole conference and at 
evening networking event 

extraordinary  experience from the 
comfort of your home 

volunteering = free ticket 



            
           

    
  

              
           

  

                
           

   

Inspiration - Experience - Knowledge -
Story -  Networking

Three cities. One conference.

Testimonials from 2020 
            

       
          

       

             
           

            
                          

           
            

            

    

            
          

             
              

 
 

        
   

             
     

 
 

             
     

ANASTÁZIA, QuBit

“During these two days, I was able to listen to many interesting talks, 
where many inspiring thoughts were heard.”

      
    

“Hey everybody, it has been a pleasure to experience this conference 
with you. See you next time! “

     
        

       
        

“The talks were very interesting. I liked the fact that some were 
more about soft skills than about technical ones. I think in the field 
of IT that is SO important and most companies don't notice it. 
Hope I can take part next year (and hope it's a physical event!) “
SEBASTIAN

GABI

ROBERT, Softec

“I really liked the conference. I am glad for myself and my 
colleagues that we participated. I will definitely see the remaining 
lectures from the record. I look forward to meeting you next year in 
Prague. I believe that this time in person. I mark the date in the 
calendar”



DELEGATES FROM COMPANIES LIKE THESE 
ATTENDED THE CONFERENCE:




